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compressor choke or stonewall enggcyclopedia - compressor choke or stonewall compressor choke is an abnormal
operating condition for centrifugal compressor choking of centrifugal compressor occurs when the compressor is operating
at low discharge pressure and very high flowrates these high flowrates at compressor choke point are actually the maximum
that the compressor can push through, blade failure on an axial compressor caused by unexpected - choke operation o
high load on blades corrosion not only the surge but also the operation in deep choke is an issue for the reliability of an axial
compressor to prevent any future damage appropriate countermeasures are necessary choke control system o increased
blade thickness application of coating, surge and compressor choke in compressor control system - damages due to
compressor choking prolonged operation of a compressor at its choke point can lead to damaging the compressor parts
compressor choking is not particularly damaging to single stage centrifugal compressors but can cause serious damage to
the rotors and blades of multistage centrifugal and axial compressors, operation of centrifugal compressors in choke
conditions - choke one or some of its stages may already be in deep choke figure 7 shift in relative impeller operating
points at increased flow for an 8 stage centrifugal compressor, centrifugal compressor surge choke chemical centrifugal compressor performance characteristic curve is the curve between polytropic head and inlet volume flow in a
characteristic curve the terms like compressor surge line anti surge line choke or stone wall point are the important
phenomenon to be understood, axial compressors an overview sciencedirect topics - a typical axial compressor is
shown in figure 3 1 15 an axial compressor consists of a rotor shaft with a series of rotating blades and a tapered cylindrical
casing with fixed stator vanes each set of blades is followed by a set of stator vanes the gas enters the inlet nozzle which
guides it to the inlet volute, what is surging choking and stalling in compressor mecholic - the choking occurs in the
compressor which operates at a low discharge pressure and maximum flow rate it is the limit of the performance curve at
this point velocity of the impeller reaches a velocity of sound of the gas at that condition within the compressor mach
number reaches unity this point also is known as stonewalling of compressor, axial flow compressors an overview
sciencedirect topics - the axial flow compressor with high pressure ratios in the advanced gas turbine is a multistage
compressor 17 22 stages the more stages there are the smaller the operating margin between the surge and choke regions
of the compressor 2 5 3 5 as compared to 4 5 in previous models, gas turbine engaged in thermodynamics - the axial
flow compressor in most advanced gas turbines is a multistage compressor with between 17 and 22 stages and an
exceedingly high pressure ratio industry has always prioritized the life span of a gas turbine over its efficiency levels, axial
compressor fan turbomachinery design software - analyze existing axial compressors fans and their performance at
design and off design conditions including stall surge and choke redesign optimize rerate and upgrade existing axial fans
axial compressors and their components, stalling and surging in a compressor researchgate - stalling and surging in a
compressor the flow can restart and re choke continuously creating very violent vibrations to the engine two chapters
allocated for centrifugal and axial
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